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We demonstrate an all-microwave two-qubit gate on superconducting qubits which are fixed in

frequency at optimal bias points. The gate requires no additional subcircuitry and is tunable via the

amplitude of microwave irradiation on one qubit at the transition frequency of the other. We use the gate to

generate entangled states with a maximal extracted concurrence of 0.88, and quantum process tomography

reveals a gate fidelity of 81%.
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A basic requirement for fault tolerant quantum comput-
ing is a universal set of nearly perfect one- and two-qubit
gates. As high-fidelity single-qubit operations on super-
conducting qubits become routine [1,2], the focus shifts
onto developing robust and scalable two-qubit gates.
Already, rapid progress has been made, including a con-
trolled-NOT (CNOT) gate with fixed coupled qubits [3] and
highly entangled states of two [4,5] and three [6,7] qubits
generated from tuning qubits to explicit resonances.

Although scaling up superconducting systems with
many fixed mutual couplings between qubits is simple to
experimentally design, it becomes difficult to control the
effective interaction between qubits. Alternatively, this
control can be achieved by (1) tuning the coupling energy
between the qubits or (2) dynamically changing the detun-
ing between qubits in the presence of some small fixed
coupling. In the first case, the coupling takes the form of a
nonlinear tunable subcircuit which can be driven with
either microwaves [8–10] or dc [11–13]. This scheme has
the benefit of allowing the qubits to be operated at their
optimal bias points for coherence. However, the additional
control lines for the tunable subcircuit can also result in
added circuit complexity. In the second case, which re-
quires no additional controls other than those for operating
the individual qubits, two-qubit gates have been demon-
strated such as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ISWAP

p
[14,15] and conditional phase [4]

by tuning the qubit energy levels into explicit resonance
conditions. Although this scheme has been effective for
systems up to three qubits [6,7], tuning qubit frequencies in
devices with even more qubits could lead to unwanted
coupling to noncomputational energy levels of the system
and to spurious modes of the electromagnetic environment.
Hence, desiderata for a scalable qubit coupling would
combine tunability of the effective coupling strength with
the simplicity of fixed coupling, in an architecture amena-
ble to a larger number of qubits.

In this Letter, we demonstrate a new two-qubit gate
which combines the hardware simplicity of a fixed cou-
pling scheme with a tunable effective interaction enacted

using only microwave control. Although two-qubit inter-
actions with all-microwave control have been experimen-
tally observed [3,16–18], here we employ simple
amplitude control of a single microwave tone [19,20] to
turn on a two-qubit gate which is fully characterized and
used to generate highly entangled states. Two capacitively
shunted flux qubits (CSFQs) [21] are dispersively coupled
through a microwave cavity bus [22] and parked at loca-
tions of optimal coherence. We find that a fixed coupling
interaction turns on linearly with the amplitude of an
applied cross-resonant (CR) drive, in which microwaves
resonant with a target qubit are applied on the other control
qubit. Up to single-qubit rotations, the CR two-qubit gate is
related to the canonical CNOT, which we use to generate
entangled states with a maximal extracted concurrence of
0.88. Quantum process tomography reveals a gate fidelity
of 81%, with residual errors due to coherence times and
single-qubit gate calibration. Furthermore, our gate dem-
onstration on a quantum bus architecture is not limited to
only two qubits, but suggests a straightforward extension to
many more qubits addressed by a single bus.
CSFQs are a suitable choice for testing the CR protocol,

since they have been shown to give consistently long
coherence times in a circuit QED scheme [21].
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the schematic of our experi-
mental setup and optical images of our device, in which
two qubits are coupled to opposite ends of a coplanar-
waveguide resonator (!R=2� ¼ 9:72 GHz) and on-chip
flux-bias lines (FBLs) are used to independently tune
them to their flux sweet-spot transition frequencies,
!1=2� ¼ 5:854 GHz and !2=2� ¼ 5:528 GHz. Here,

we find optimal relaxation [T1ð2Þ
1 ¼ 1:6 ð1:5Þ �s] and de-

coherence [T�;1ð2Þ
2 ¼ 1:6 ð1:5Þ �s] times for both qubits.

Operating in the dispersive regime of circuit QED, we
measure cavity shifts �1=� ¼ 1:1 MHz and �2=� ¼
0:6 MHz permitting a joint two-qubit readout [23,24].
To avoid errors due to the finite qubit anharmonicities,
�1=2� ¼ ð!12

1 �!01
1 Þ=2� ¼ 224 MHz and �2=2� ¼

ð!12
2 �!01

2 Þ=2� ¼ 255 MHz, we use Gaussians with
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quadrature derivative pulse shaping � ¼ 4 ns, total gate
length 4�, for single-qubit gates [25], fX; Y; X�90; Y�90g.
We use the notation A� ¼ expð�i�A�=360Þ for a rotation
of � around A, and drop the subscript for Pauli operators.
The standard deviation of the Gaussian shapes is � ¼ 4 ns
with total gate length 4�, and the derivative scale parame-
ter [2] is experimentally determined to be �1:4 for both
qubits.

We implement the CR scheme on our device by applying
microwave excitations resonant with the opposite qubit’s
transition frequency directly onto either qubit via the FBLs
[Fig. 1(a)]. To understand how the CR effect arises,
consider the Hamiltonian for a pair of qubits which
are detuned from the resonator by �i ¼ !i �!R for
i ¼ 1; 2, and dispersively coupled to each other via the
resonator,

H=@ ¼ 1

2
!1ZI þ 1

2
!2IZþ JXX; (1)

where fI; X; Y; Zg�2 are the Pauli operators (including
the identity) and the order indexes the qubit number.
Equation (1) can be diagonalized and considered as a
new set of two qubits with shifted frequencies ~!1 ¼ !1 þ
J=�12, ~!2 ¼ !2 � J=�12 when J is small compared to the
qubit-qubit detuning, �12 ¼ !1 �!2 (see Fig. 2 inset). In
this frame, a single drive on qubit 1 at either ~!1 or ~!2 can
excite transitions to qubit 1 or 2, respectively. However, the
CR drive amplitude of qubit 2 is reduced by a factor of
J=�12 and acquires a phase which is dependent on the state
of qubit 1. The drive Hamiltonian then takes the form

HD ¼ @AðtÞ cosð ~!2tÞ
�
XI� J

�12

ZX þm12IX

�
; (2)

where AðtÞ is the shaped microwave amplitude of a drive
on qubit 1 and m12 represents spurious cross talk due to
stray electromagnetic coupling in the device circuit and
package [26]. Hence, a drive on qubit 1 at ~!2 can be used
to turn on a ZX interaction, which is a primitive [19] for the
two-qubit CNOT. The same analysis holds symmetrically
for a drive applied to qubit 2. We will use the notation
CRijðA; tgÞ to represent a cross drive on qubit i at !j with

amplitude A and gate time tg.

Although a ZX interaction theoretically corresponds to
anX rotation on qubit 2 with the direction dependent on the

FIG. 2 (color online). Cross-resonance level diagram and ex-
perimentally extracted tunable coupling strength. The effective
interaction strength for different cross-drive powers is found
from the extracted frequency shift of the �R;2 with qubit 1 in

either the ground or excited state. The interaction turns on
linearly with the amplitude A of the drive, parametrized by
�R;2, before leveling off at higher amplitudes when �R;2 ap-

proaches �12. The maximum interaction strength of Jeff=� ¼
2:4 MHz is observed at A=2� ¼ 493 MHz. Inset: Energy spec-
trum corresponding to a pair of fixed weakly coupled qubits
(�12 > J). Dashed (solid) lines reflect uncoupled (coupled)
energy levels for qubit 1 (red, labeled control) and qubit 2
(blue, labeled target). Assuming qubit 1 as the control qubit, a
cross drive at the qubit 2 transition frequency rotates qubit 2, the
target, either around the þx axis (þ) or �x axis (�) depending
on the state of the control, with a rate down by a factor J=�12

over a resonant drive.

FIG. 1 (color online). Circuit schematic and two-qubit device.
(a) Circuit schematic showing two CSFQs (Q1, red on left, and
Q2, blue on right) with shunt capacitance CS and small junction
ratio �, coupled to a single resonator. The qubit-cavity coupling
is governed by Cg. Each qubit has an on-chip local flux-bias line

which is used to both dc tune the energy levels and serve as a
microwave excitation port for driving transitions. Two-qubit
joint readout is performed by probing the system through the
input port near the cavity frequency and detecting the trans-
mission at the output port. (b) Optical micrographs of device
(false-colored). The resonator is realized as a coplanar wave-
guide with measured frequency !R=2� ¼ 9:72 GHz and line-
width �=2� ¼ 1 MHz. The flux-bias lines are terminated with
an inductance to ground, off centered from each qubit loop.
Fabrication details are given in previous work [21]
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state of qubit 1, in practice due to the m12 � 0:5 term in
Eq. (2), CR12 also directly induces an additional rotation of
qubit 2. This spurious cross-talk parameter m12 is deter-
mined by comparing Rabi frequencies of both qubits when
driven with the same amplitude through the same FBL.
This effect does not degrade the two-qubit interaction
because it commutes with the ZX term. The effective
interaction strength Jeff is then manifested as the difference
in qubit 2 Rabi oscillation frequencies,�R;2, dependent on

the state of qubit 1.
Figure 2 shows the experimentally measured Jeff=�

versus A=2�. We shape the CR12 pulse as a slow
Gaussian turn-on with a flattop and a derivative-pulse
correction on the quadrature (scale parameter of 0.8).
With and without a single-qubit X gate on qubit 1, we
find different�R;2, extracted from oscillations of the qubit

2 excited state population versus the time of the CR12 pulse
tg. For small drive amplitudes, the interaction turns on

linearly. However, at stronger drives, Jeff=� levels off to
a maximum of 2.4 MHz, which is in agreement with a two-
level theory [20] and is due to the off-resonant driving of
XI in Eq. (2). At the strongest of drives the measured
Jeff=� does not agree with the two-level theory due to
the presence of higher levels in the qubits and the break-
down of our simplified derivative-pulse-shaping correc-
tion. The shaping of the CR12 drive pulse is critical to

observing this effect even at weaker drives to minimize
leakage errors to higher levels of both qubits [27].
Nonclassical states can be generated and measured using

the protocol in Fig. 3(a), in which a Xþ90 gate creates a
superposition state of the control qubit, followed by the
CR12 gate before the joint readout is used to perform state
tomography and reconstruct the two-qubit density matrix
�. The joint readout technique has been shown to be
capable of measuring ensembles of both separable and
highly entangled two-qubit states [24]. The joint readout
assumes the measurement ensemble to be hMi ¼ 	II þ
	IZhIZi þ 	ZIhZIi þ 	ZZhZZi. Calibration of the readout
gives ½	II; 	IZ; 	ZI; 	ZZ� ¼ ½1; 0:77; 0:72; 0:6�. We use
maximum-likelihood estimation to extract � from a set
of experiments involving 15 different single-qubit opera-
tions applied to a two-qubit state right before the
measurement.
A standard metric of entanglement, the concurrence C,

can be computed for measured � generated with our gate
protocol for different tg and A. Figures 3(b)–3(e) show

the evolution of C with tg for four different A. We find

that C oscillates with a period of 1=Jeff . The points of
maximal C correspond to tg ¼ 1=2Jeff , where the CR12 is

a ½ZX�þ90 two-qubit operation which produces maximally
entangled states in the Bell basis. The solid lines in
Figs. 3(b)–3(e) correspond to master-equation two-level

FIG. 3 (color online). Entangled states and concurrence oscillations. (a) Pulse sequence for generating entangled states: both qubits
are initialized in the ground state; qubit 1 is first placed into a superposition state with a Xþ90, leaving the system in the separable state
jc i ¼ ðj00i þ j10iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

; next the CR12 pulse is also applied to qubit 1 before the joint readout sequence. The concurrence can be
computed for all density matrices obtained with this pulse protocol, and oscillations are observed as a function of the gate time tg for

four different CR12 drive amplitudes (b)–(e), corresponding to f139; 220; 349; 553g MHz. The period of the oscillations corresponds to
1=Jeff and the maximum concurrence is observed at tg ¼ 220 ns at A=2� ¼ 553 MHz. (f) Measured density matrix for Bell state

jc Belli ¼ ðj00i þ j11iÞ= ffiffiffi
2

p
generated at the point of optimal concurrence labeled in (e).
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simulations taking into account the gate and coherence
times.

In Fig. 3(f) we show a measured � for one of the

maximally entangled Bell basis states jc Belli ¼
1=

ffiffiffi
2

p ðj00i þ j11iÞ, generated with a CR12 gate at tg ¼
220 ns and the amplitude A=2� ¼ 553 MHz which gives

the maximal C in the oscillations shown in Fig. 3(e). As

previously mentioned, due to the spurious cross talk on

qubit 2 during the gate, an additional single-qubit rotation

of qubit 2 is usually performed. Although this extra rota-

tion can be simply undone with an additional single-qubit

gate, for this specific tg and A, the additional rotation from

the cross talk is Xþ90, which when combined with the

½ZX�þ90 leaves the two qubits in the canonical Bell state

jc Belli. The fidelity of this measured state to the ideal

jc Belli is found to be F ¼ hc Bellj�jc Belli ¼ 90%� 0:04
with a concurrence of C ¼ 0:88� 0:05.

The CR12 gate is finally characterized using quantum
process tomography (QPT). First, we create the input states
corresponding to applying combinations of single-qubit
gates fI; X�90; Y�90; Xg on both qubits. Then we operate
CR12ðA; tgÞ on all 36 such input states and perform state

tomography. The process matrix � is obtained and com-
pared to the ideal �ideal (see Fig. 4) to give a process fidelity
F p ¼ 0:77 and a gate fidelity [28] F g ¼ 0:81, which is

consistent with a simulated gate fidelity of 0.86 that takes
into account the measured coherence times. The difference
in the values is attributable to calibration errors on
the single-qubit preparation and analysis gates. As an

experimental measure of the effectiveness of the CR12

gate we also perform QPT for a 220 ns identity operation,
where we find F g ¼ 0:81, which critically is the same as

the CR12 gate fidelity. For a test of other residual two-qubit
interactions in the system, we extract a maximum C ¼ 0:09
from the action of the identity operation over all separable
input states. This is consistent with a measured residual ZZ
interaction of 200 kHz, an effect common to circuit
QED [4].
Thus, we have developed a microwaves-only scheme for

a two-qubit universal gate capable of generating highly
entangled states with superconducting qubits. The cross-
resonance coupling protocol is minimal in complexity to
implement as it requires no additional subcircuits or con-
trols other than those for addressing each qubit indepen-
dently. Furthermore, the underlying two-qubit interaction
is tunable simply via increasing the amplitude of a micro-
wave drive. Although we saturate to a maximal interaction
strength in this work [Fig. 2], there is no fundamental
obstruction to increase this by �10–20 through engineer-
ing qubit and cavity coupling. In addition, we anticipate
exploring additional optimized pulse shaping on the cross-
resonance drive to mitigate the saturation effect. Pairing an
increased interaction strength with improved coherence
times [29] should lead to two-qubit gate fidelities �99%,
in the range of fault tolerant protocols on two-dimensional
lattice architectures [30]. The gate can be immediately
expanded to generate maximally entangled states for
systems of more than two fixed-frequency qubits and to
couple non-nearest-neighbor qubits in frequency. The

FIG. 4 (color online). Quantum process tomography. Re½�� for the optimal CR12 gate are shown as the shaded and colored bars,
corresponding to tgate ¼ 220 ns and A0. The x and y axes are labeled in the two-qubit Pauli operator basis fI; X; Y; Zg�2. The ideal

two-qubit gate corresponds to a CNOT two-qubit unitary, and the corresponding Re½�ideal� and Im½�ideal� are shown as the transparent
bars. All Im½�� bars (not shown) are <0:05.
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cross-resonance protocol is therefore poised to be a useful
experimental tool for larger-scale quantum information
processors.
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